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INTRODUCTION 
Ura and Kimura [20,21] suggested the concept of an isolated invariant 
set for a flow, that is, an invariant set which is maximal in some neighborhood 
of itself. Any such closed neighborhood is called an isolating neighborhood. 
Conley and Easton [8, 9, 131, in a smooth setting, show that each isolated 
invariant set admits a special neighborhood, called an isolating block. These 
neighborhoods have the advantage that their structure reveals properties of 
the invariant set inside ([9, 131 and Section 5 of this paper); in particular, 
the topological methods of Waiewski [22] can be applied. 
These techniques have been applied to several problems: (41 and [14-161 
deal with the two body and restricted three body problems; [3] and [17f deal 
with the behavior of a Hamiltonian system near a degenerate critical point; 
[lo, 11, 18, 191 contain applications to the study of shock waves; and [7] 
generalizes the Morse&male inequalities. Further developments apgear 
in PI, IA, [51, WI, and 1231. 
Churchill [1] has developed these ideas in the absence of smoothness, and 
with Conley has constructed an index, which, in the case of a nondegenetate 
rest point, carries the same information as the Morse index. This index, 
which is described in terms of an isolating block, takes the form of a homotopy 
class of pointed spaces or the associated cohomology algebra. 
In this paper we consider the space of flows on a compact space. Usually 
we use the compact-open topology; however, occasionally we restrict our 
attention to smooth flows on a smooth manifold. A framework for studying 
changes in the structure of an isolated invariant set under perturbations of 
the flow is developed. 
To do this, it is first required to define the continuation of the isolated 
invariant set as the flow changes. (We give an elementary description of 
this in 1.1) We topologize the invariant set space; i.e., the space whose points 
are pairs consisting of a flow with one of its isolated invariant sets. Two points 
in this space are in the same open set if their flows are close and they share 
a common isolating neighborhood. This space is not Hausdorff; however, 
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it does have some natural structure on it: the projection map on this space, 
defined by taking a pair onto its associated .flow, is locally a homeomorphism. 
In the smooth case, one isolated invariant set is the continuation of another 
if they can be connected by a path in the invariant set space; in the metric 
case, if they are in the same quasicomponent of the space. The difference 
in the latter case stems from the fact that we do not know that the space 
of flows is locally path connected. A fundamental result is that the index 
of an isolated invariant set is invariant under continuation. This makes use 
of the perturbation theorem for blocks [l]. 
One way to study changes in the structure of an invariant set under 
continuation is to examine changes in its cohomology algebra. In fact we are 
able to examine individual elements of the cohomology under continuation. 
We do this by introducing another space whose elements are triples consisting 
of a flow, one of its invariant sets, and some element of the cohomology of 
this invariant set. Two elements (fr , S, , al) and (fs , S, , aa) are in the 
same open set if there is a common isolating neighborhood N for (fi , S,) 
and (fa , S,) and an element a! E W*(N) which is mapped to c+ and 01~ under 
the map induced by the inclusions S, C N, S, C iV, respectively. Again, this 
space is not Hausdorff but the projection map to the invariant set space is 
locally a homeomorphism. 
Our primary goal is to find methods of determining further details of this 
quite complicated space. The crucial step is the construction in Section 8 
of the index space whose points are triples consisting of a flow, one of its 
invariant sets, and an element of the cohomology of the index of the invariant 
set. The projection map n to the invariant set space is again a local homeo- 
morphism; but in addition, this space is locally a product in the sense that 
each point (f, S) of the invariant set space has a neighborhood % so that 
&(4%) is homeomorphic to 42 x +(f, S). This implies that the structure 
of the index space is much simpler and more accessible. 
In order to exploit this simplicity we relate the index space with the 
space containing invariant set cohomology by means of a third space, also of 
interest in itself, whose elements are triples (f, S, a) where OL is an element 
of the cohomology of a set related to the orbits asymptotic to or from S. 
The construction of this space and the index space in the smooth case parallels 
that of the space of invariant set cohomology with isolating blocks substituting 
for isolating neighborhoods. In the metric case, the construction is com- 
plicated by the fact that a block for one flow is not a block for a neighborhood 
of flows. 
These three cohomology spaces are related by maps which if restricted 
to the inverse images of the projection maps on a point in the invariant set 
space, yield a long exact sequence of the cohomologies of the invariant set, 
the index of the invariant set, and the asymptotic set. 
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The important continuation properties of an invariant set are of the 
following nature: A nonempty invariant set is unstable if arbitrarily nearby 
continuations of it are empty; a nonzero element of the cohomology of an 
invariant set is unstable if arbitrarily nearby continuations are zero. 
A. point (f, S) is a bifurcation point if, roughly speaking, there is some 
cohomology element of some invariant set for some flow which continues over 
points arbitrarily close to (f, S) but not to (f, 5'). 
Unstable points and bifurcation points locate the beginning of gross 
changes in invariant set structure. Sections 5 and 10 deal with methods of 
identifying stable points and bifurcation points of these various spaces. 
Sections 1 and 10.8 are simple examples treating these ideas. 
A flow might be called cohomologically stable if each invariant set has all 
its cohomology stable, and no invariant set is a bifurcation point. This is 
weaker than structural stability; in fact, some of the propositions of Section 10 
lead us to conjecture that the set of cohomologically stable flows is residual. 
1. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1.1. It is not hard to construct a path of flows f, on E3, 
p E [-1, 11, which is described below: 
Suppose for p = - 1, that the only proper invariant set for f, is a hyperbalic 
periodic orbit r, whose stable and unstable manifolds have dimension one. 
Poincare’s continuation methods imply that if p is near enough to -1, 
there is a unique periodic orbit nu for f, near z whose period is near that of 
rr. n;l is traditionally called a continuation of r. Now we suppose that rr 
continues to *u for all p E I-1, 0) such that it is the only proper invariant 
set for f, _ For p = 0, we assume that the only proper invariant set is a 
degenerate rest point p, . (The diameter of z-~ shrinks to zero as p tends to 0.) 
It then seems natural to call p, a continuation of z. 
The first task of the paper, after the preliminary isolating bIock theory, 
is to generalize this idea of a continuation so that any isolated invariant set 
can be continued. 
Suppose that for ,u = 1, (1) f, has two hyperbolic rest pointa p, , pa of 
index 1 and 2, respectively, and that the only invariant sets off, are (pr), {ps) 
and (p, , p,j. It follows that for E.L close enough to 1, f, has unique hyperbolic 
critical points near p, , pa (again called p, , ps). We would naturally call 
these points continuations of p, and p, . 
Assume in fact that for p E (0, 11, (1) holds and that bothp, andp, approach 
p,, as ,ZL tends to 0. One wouId call p, a continuation of (p, v  pn,> but not of 
h.J or CP& 
The invariant setp, forfo is special in the sense that continuations arbitrarily 
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nearby are more complicated. This complication occurs here in two ways. 
On the one hand, flows nearby have more invariant sets; on the other hand, 
arbitrarily close continuations of p, have more cohomology. For p < 0, 
this extra cohomology occurs in P(?T,); for p > 0, it occurs in Ho@, u pa). 
The second task of the paper is to establish means of studying this phenom- 
enon more closely and to determine which points are or are not bifurcation 
points. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. A complementary notion to bifurcation is that of instability. 
The easiest example of this is the flow on W given by 
This gives rise to a flow whose only proper invariant set is a degenerate rest 
point at x = 0. There are two other orbits, one to the left and one to the 
right of x = 0, and each has x increasing with time. 
Arbitrarily small perturbations of this flow given by 
f  = 1 x 1 + E, 
where E > 0 have one orbit which has x increasing with time. In this case 
we shall see that the continuation of the invariant set (0) is the empty set; 
thus this is an example of an unstable isolated invariant set. 
Another task of this paper is to distinguish different kinds of instability 
and to give conditions for stability. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This paper examines the set F of continuous flows on a compact metric 
space X. That is, f E F implies 
(a) f:  X X R + Xis continuous, 
(b) f (p, 0) = p for all p E X, and 
(4 f (9, h + GJ = f (f(P, h), GJ for all P E X 5 , & E Pi. 
R, Rf, R- will always denote the reals, nonnegative reals, and nonpositive 
reals, respectively. 
When f E F is fixed and A C X, T C R, then A . T will denote F(A x T): 
in particular, properties (b) and (c) above can be rewritten p .O = p and 
p . (tl + ta) = (p . ti) . t, . This emphasizes the fact that f is a group action 
of the reals on X. 
An invariant set off is a closed set I C X having the property I . R = I. 
We shall consider only those invariant sets S which are isolated in the sense 
that there is an open set UC X containing S such that I C U is invariant 
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implies I C S. Since S must be closed, U separates S from invariant sets not 
contained in S. Iso denotes the set of isolated invariant sets off. 
A closed set N is an isolating neighborhood for f if p E ?3N implies p * [w 
is not contained in N. d(f, N) denotes the largest (under inclusion) invariant 
set off in N. One easily sees that Q, N) is an isolated invariant set and that 
every isolated invariant set has an isolating neighborhood. The empty set 
is both an isolated invariant set and an isolating neighborhood. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Iso is a semilattice. 
Proof. We must show that if S, , S, E Iso( then S, n S, E Isocf). 
Choose N., , Nz isolating neighborhoods for S, , S, , respectively. Then 
N1 n N, is an isolating neighborhood for f and d(f, N1 n Nz) = S, n S, . 
Thus Iso is a semilattice. 
The topology used for F is the compact-open topology, hence a subbasis 
for the topology on F is given by sets which have the form 
(fEFIf(K x TIC VI 
for some K, T compact subsets of X, R, respectively, and U open in X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Q(N) denotes the set of flows for which N is an isolating 
neighborhood. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Q(N) is open in F. 
The proof is an easy exercise in the compact-open topology which uses 
the compactness of aN. 
THEOREM 2.4. F is a complete metric space with a countable basis. 
Proof. The set of all continuous functions from X x [O, l] + X has 
a countable basis and is a complete metric space [12]. Sincef E F is completely 
determined by its restriction to X x [O, 11, F can be considered as a subspace. 
As such, it is closed and, therefore, inherits the two properties. 
We consider occasionally one other setting, referred to as the smooth 
case. Here, X is a compact manifold with some specified degree of smoothness, 
and F is the set of flows with vector fields having the same degree of smooth- 
ness. We use the CO topology on the vector fields to induce a topology on 3’. 
Thenfl is within E offs if their corresponding vector fields V, and V, have 
SUP,GXll v&4 - V,(x)/ < E. One could also use a CT topology. The Co 
topology is finer than the topology induced by the compact-open topology 
of the nonsmooth case, and the theorems for the latter also apply to the 
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smooth case. In fact, Theorem 3.7(d) usually makes the proofs much easier 
in the smooth case. 
We use the notations a, cl, int, Im, and ker to denote respectively the 
boundary of a set, the closure of a set, the interior of a set, the image of 
a function, and the kernel of a homomorphism. 
3. ISOLATING BLOCKS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Z C X is a local surface of section, or a local section for f 
if for some 8 > 0, f 1 ,Z x (6, S) is a homeomorphism with open range. 
In this case, 8 is a collar size of Z. We allow L: to be empty. 
Note that if Z,, C Z is open (rel Z), and 6, < 6, then zl, is a local section 
with collar size 6, . Also note that in the smooth case, if Z is a submanifold of 
codimension 1 and the vector field is never tangent to Z, then Z is a local 
section. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If p ED, O+(p, D, f) (Co-(p, D, f)) denotes that com- 
ponent of p . Rf n D (p * R- n D) which contains p. 
U(P, D,f) = O+(P, D,f) u @-(A D,f). 
Also, I O+(P, D, f )I = sup{t 3 0 I P * LO, tl C @+(P, D, f )> d 
I U-Q, D, f)] = sup@ B 0 IP * [-t, 0] C Q-Q, D,f)>. 
Then define I O(p,D,f)l= I O+(P, o,f)l + I @(P, D,f)l- 
Sometimes the reference to f is suppressed if it does not lead to confusion. 
DEFINITION 3.3. B C X is an isolating block for the flow f if B is closed 
and there are two local sections Z+ and .Z- with the following properties: 
(a) ((cLZ*) - B*) n B = ia; 
(b) there is a 6 > 0 such that p E Z+ n B implies 
p.(-S,O)nB= m,andp~Z-nBimplies 
p.(O,S)nB= m;and 
(c) p~8B-((ZlfuZ-) implies O(p, B) C aB and intersects 
.Z+ and Z-. 
Example 11.1 is an example of an isolating block for a hyperbolic rest point. 
Notes 3.4. (a) Property 3.3(a) is not essential in the sense that if Z+, 
Z- can be found satisfying 3.3(b) and (c), then Z*’ C L’* can be found satis- 
fying 3.3(a), (b), and (c). 
(b) The definition in [l] implicitly includes the further assumption 
that (P n B) n (.Z- n S) 2: m. The definition in [9,13] for the smooth 
case includes the assumption that aB = (B n 2Y+> u (B n .Z-). The 
definitions in [23] for the smooth case are more general. 
(c> B is an isolating neighborhood. 
(d) We standardize the following notation: b* E P n B = 23 n 323, 
b~rJ%ndB, 
A* zz (p E B 1 \ ,fO*(p, B, f)\ = a> (the set of orbits asymptotic 
in the -& direction to 5[f, B>) 
a*=A+ni23 =A-inb* 9 
A -ievA-, 
s - 5(f, B). 
(e) Observe that Ati, 8B, b* are all closed subsets of B and that, 
relative to aB, a* is closed in int b*. 
(f) If p E a+@-)$ the w-limit (cu-limit) set of p, is part of a nonem~~ 
invariant set interior to B, Thus a* v a- # o implies S # @ . Also, 
S # % impIies a+ u a- # @ if B is connected and bf U b- f @ . 
(g) S = A+ n A-. 
Often we shall be referring to more than one block at a time. In this case, 
we use subscripting, priming, etc. to disguise among the blocks. We use the 
same ~sti~g~shing mark for the parts of a block as we do for the block itself. 
Every isolated invariant set has an isolating block: 
DEFINITION 3.5. If S = o(J: B), and B is a block, we say B is a block for 
(f, 8). We denote the set of blocks for {f, S) by &@A S). 
THEOREM 3.6. rf N is an isolating ~~~b~hood for f and S = 4(f, N), 
thee there is a block B C N for (f, S) such that 6’ n b- = a. 
For the proof see [l]. 
(a) B is a manifold with boundary b* v b-; 
(b) B is smooth except at b+ n b-; 
cc) b+ a& b- are smooth rna~~fo~s of cod~~~-o~ 1 z&G?. body 
6’ n b-; a& 
(d) B is an isolating block for an open set of $ows irz F. 
The proof is in [9] and [23]. 
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The failure of 3.7(d) in the compact-open topology is the source of several 
technical complications. 
If  N is an isolating neighborhood, 1 0( ., N,f)/ does not depend continuously 
on its first argument. For example, Fig. 1 shows N having an orbit with 
an internal tangency on aN. Any point on this orbit segment in N is a point 
of discontinuity of 1 0( ‘, N, f) I. 
An isolating block is designed so that if an orbit is tangent to aB, it is 
externally tangent. 
FIG. 1. Orbits near an internal tangency. 
THEOREM 3.8. If  B is a block for f,  then 1 O(*, N, f)[ and j O*(*, N, f)/ 
are continuous functions from B into the extended reals [0, co]. 
The proof can be found in [l], and for the smooth case in [9]. 
The following are immediate from 3.8. 
COROLLARY 3.9. The functions of 3.8 can be used to dejine a strong deforma- 
tion retraction of B - A* to br. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If  b* or b- is not a strong deformation retraction of B, 
thenS# a. 
From 3.7 and 3.8, we know that there are blocks in arbitrarily small 
neighborhoods of an isolated invariant set; we actually require that all these 
smaller blocks be modifications of one given block. 
There are several ways of constructing new blocks from old: 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let B E g(f, S), let 7.J be a neighborhood of a+ in bf 
and let Y = bf - U. Then B, = cl(B - 0(Y, B)) is also a block for (f, S). 
Proof. The sections L’+, .Z- used to define B also work for B, . 
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DEFINITION 3.12. If B0 is obtained from B as in 3.11, then B0 is said to 
be a shave of B, and is said to be obtained from B by shaving Y. (In Fig. 2a 
the shaded area B, is obtained from B by shaving Y.) 
The following technical lemma will allow us to use the flow to deform 
a block. 
FIG. 2a (left). B. , the shaded area, is obtained from B by shaving Y. 
FIG. 2b (right). BI , the shaded area, is obtained from B by squeezing 34 and B-- 
LEMMA 3.13. Let .Z be a local section z&h collar size 26 and let Y: .Z-+ [0, 00) 
be contimous such that p E lr: implies 
p * (0, r(p)] n z: * [-28, O] = 0. 
Then Z * Y E (p * r(p) j p E .iYzl> is also a local section. 
Proo$ Suppose p, , p, E .Z, El , tz E (--6,6), and 
(PI - dpd) * 5 = (A - Q2)) * t2 with r(Pl> -I- 5 G f’(Pd + f2 - (2) 
Thenp, = p, e (~~p~~ + tz - y(pJ -- tl) = p, * T where 0 < T < QJ + %. 
But (1) implies T 4 (0, r&J f 261, hence T = 0, and p, = p, . It follows 
from (2) and the fact that C is a local section, that tl, = t, . 
Let 8: .Z . (--S,6) -+- (2. r} . (IS, 6) mapp * t into (p * rfp}) . t. Then b’ 
maps open sets of 2. (-8, S> into open sets of X: Fixp . t E U, an open 
(rel X) subset of 2 .(--a, 6). Suppose there is a se&&ce (qJ C X - 0( 87) 
such that qd -+ (p * r(p)) * t. Then qi . (-r(p)) -+p . t E U, which implies 
that for almost all i, qi * (--r(p)) E U. For these i, qz * (-r(p)) has the form 
(pc * ti> wherep, E ,Z, tz E (-8,6). It follows from inj~i~~ off j Z’ x (-28,26), 
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and openness of ZI . (-26,2S) that pi -+p and ti -+ t; so r(pJ -+ r(p), Then, 
for almost all i, (pi . t,)(Q) - r( pa)) E U, which implies e(p, . ti) = qi E e(U). 
This contradicts (ai> C X - e(U), so there can be no sequence &}; hence 
e(U) is open in X. 
0 is continuous because it is the composition of continuous maps, one of 
which is the inverse off 1 2 x (--6, S). 
Let # be the restriction of f to (2 * r) x (--6, S), a continuous map. 
The first paragraph implies that # is injective. Continuity of 0 implies that if 
(U . r) x J is open in 2 * r x (--6, S), then U x J is open in JJ x (--6, 6). 
Since 0 is open and e(U * J) = $((U * Y) x J), it follows that # is an open 
map. The second paragraph implies that #(z . Y x (--6, S)) = e(z x (--6, 6)) 
is open in X. Therefore, $ is a homeomorphism with open range and the proof 
is complete. 
DEFINITION 3.14. Let Y: 6* -+ [0, cc) be continuous. B* is the r-collar 
or a collar of b* if B* = {p * t 1 t is between &r(p) and 0, inclusively), and 
B+ n b’f = b+ n b-. Also, r is said to be the collar sixe of B*. 
LEMMA 3.15. Let BE@(~, S), and let B+ be the r-collar of bf. Then 
Bl z cl(B - B+) is also in a(f, S). 
Proof. We use the notation of 3.3. Extend Y to D. Since 
B+ n b- = b+ n b- 
(where Y = 0), there is an open (relz) subset &,+ which contains bf and 
satisfies (1) of 3.13 for some 6. Then &+ . r is a local section, and the con- 
ditions that B, be a block are easy to check. 
Note that 3.15 remains true if + is replaced by -. 
DEFINITION 3.16. B, of 3.15 is a squeeze of B, and is said to be obtained 
from B by squeezing B*. We also say B, is a squeeze of B if Bl is obtained 
from B by first squeezing B+, then squeezing B-. (In Fig. 2b the shaded area 
B, is obtained from B by squeezing Bf and B-.) 
LEMMA 3.17. Let & and .Ez be local sections for f with collar sizes greater 
than 36 > 0. For (i, j) = (1,2), (2, l), let .&’ = & - Ki where 
Ki z {p E & 1 p * t E cl .&for some t E (0,2S]1). 
Then 2 = &’ u &’ is also a local section. (See Figs. 2c, 2d.) 
Proof. Let 4 be the restriction off to 2 x (--6, S), a continuous map. 
Suppose #(P, , tJ = 1G(p2 , t2) for t2 > tl , P, E &‘. Then pl = P, * (t2 - tlh 
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FIG. 2c (left). The union of two sectians. 
FIG. 2d (right). The section obtained from the union of two sections. 
which implies p, $ Z2 ; otherwise, pa E K, which does not intersect 2. 
(Z; has collar size 36.) Therefore, p, E &‘. Since 2$ is a local section, 
(p, , tl) = (ps , ta). Hence # is injective. 
Choose (p, t) E U x J, an open subset of Z x (--6,s). Suppose p E Z; 
and t E Ji , open in J with cl Ji C J. Then there is a neighborhood Vi of p 
in x1 such that U. J3 U,*]r, which is open (ml X); otherwise there 
is a sequence {p,] C Z; , {tJ C Jr , such that p, --f p, ti -+ t E J, and 
pi * ti if: U * J. It follows that pi 6 22 for almost all i, ,hence pi E Kl for these i., 
But this implies that the limit point p of {pJ must be an element of either 
K1 or Zs . The former case can be eliminated because Kl IT A’ = @. In 
the latter case, there is a sequence (Q) C R+ such that si -+ 0, and pi 1 st E .Ea . 
It follows that pi * s, E 2’. Hence for large i, ti - si E J and 
(Pi * sixtl: - Si) E u * J 
This contradicts pi * ti 4 U . J, so there is such a W, C 2r . 
We have shown that +(U x J) contains a neighborhood (rel X) of each 
of its points and hence is an open map with open (rel X) range. This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.18. If B, and B, are blocks for f, then so is 3 = B1. n 3, . 
Proof. Let Zrf, .Zs* be local sections used to define B, , B, , respectively. 
Let b+ 3 (bl* II B,) u (b,* n B,). Let Z+ be the local section formed 
from &+ v 2&+ as in 3.17; let z” be the local section formed from &-- u .2&- 
as in 3.17 withf replaced by its reversefdefined by J”(p, t) = f (p, -t). Then 
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,Z+, ,Z- are local sections for f  containing 6+ and 6-, respectively. Properties 
(a), (b), and (c) of 3.3 are easy to verify. 
Note 3.18 (a). I f  b,+ n bi- = o (; = 1, 2), then it is not necessarily 
true that bf n b- = a. However, B, = (p E B 1 1 cO(p, B)I 3 6 > 0} is a 
block with b,+ n b,- = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.19. If  B, B, E L&?(f, S), we write B, > B if B, is a squeeze 
of a shave of B. Note that if B, > B, then B, C B. 
I f  B, C B, the function r: b,+ -+ [0, 00) defined byr(p) = 1 O-(p, B - B,)] 
is not necessarily continuous since an orbit segment in B might enter, leave, 
then reenter B, before leaving B. This cannot happen if B, > B; and Y is 
continuous and finite then. Consequently, if B, > B, there is a collar of b+ 
containing b,+; this is the reason the relation is introduced. 
We will now show that the relation > in 9(f, S) is a partial ordering 
which makes ~%(f, 5’) a directed set. This enables us to form direct limits 
over L4?(f, S). 
LEMMA 3.20. If B, B, E S(f, S), then B, > B 22 B, = cl(int B,) (rel B) 
and (3) O(p, B) n B, = O(p, B,) for all p E B, . 
Proof. Assume B0 > B, and that B, is obtained from B by first shaving 
Y C b+ to obtain B1 , and then squeezing collars B,* = B+ n B, of 6,*. 
Recall that Y is closed in 6+ - a +; therefore p E a(B - 0(Y, B)) (rel B) i f f  
p E 0(aY, B)(rel b+). It follows that (rel X) cl(int Bx) = cl(B - Q(Y, B)) = B1. 
Since B1+, B,- are closed, and B, = cl(B, - (B,+ u B,-)), it can easily be 
shown that B, = cl(int B,)(rel X). 
Observe that if p E B, , @(p, B) = o(p+, B,+) U o(p-, B1-) U @(p, B,) 
where p% E 0(p, B) n B,%. This implies that @(p, B) n B, = cO(p, B,) 
ifpEBs. 
On the other hand, suppose that cl(int B,) = B, (rel X) and (3) both hold. 
Define B,+ = tJesb,+ oF(p, B), and B1 = B,+ u B, u B1-. Since cl(int B,) = 
B, , it follows that cl(B - O(b+ - int br+, B)) = Bx (int rel aB and cl rel X). 
Thus B1 is a shave of B. Define the maps rf: 6,+ ---f [0, co) by r*(p) = 
1 Q*(p,, B)I, where {p,) = @(p, B) n b,+. p, is unique by (3). Theorem 3.8 
implies that Y* are continuous, therefore, B1* is the Y* collar of br*, and B, 
is a squeeze of B, . This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.21. The relation > is transitive in G@f, s), and is therefore 
a partial ordering. 
THEOREM 3.22. GY(f, S) is directed by >; that is, if B1, B, E B(f, S), there 
exists B E g(f, 5’) such that B > B, , B, . In fact, B can be chosen to be a shave 
ofB,nB,. 
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Proof. Let B, = B, n B, . There is a neighborhood U of ua+ in b,+ such 
that if p E 77, Q(p, B,) n cl U = (p]. If not, there are sequences of points 
iP,‘>, Mt in bB, and a sequence of orbit segments {0’i> in Bl such that 
(4) p,’ is the initial and pi is end point of Qi , (5) p,’ -+ p’ E a,+, p; -+ p” E aa+, 
and (6) Loi s not a subset of B, (i = 1, 2,...). 
Choose pi E Qi - B, for i = 1,2,..., and let p be a limit point of {p,), 
Note thatp E B - int B, . From (4) and (5) it follows that / Q+(p, , B,)j + 00 
and / Lo-(p,, B)I -+ co; which implies / O+(p, B,)l = j O-(p, Bl)I = m. 
Therefore p is an element of an invariant set interior to B, , but not to 
B, = B, n B, . This contradicts the fact that B, and B, isolated the same 
invariant set. 
Let B, 3 cl(B, - @(Y, B3)) where Y = bf - U. Then, for all p E B, , 
S(p, B,) n B, = O(p, B,J because b 4+ = cl(U), and cl(int B4) = B4 since 
B, > B, . Thus B, > B, . Similarly, we can shave B, to obtain B > B, . 
3.21 then implies B > B, , also, and this proves the theorem, 
Remarks 3.23. (a) If B E B’(f, S) and WC B is a neighborhood of A 
in B, it is not hard to show that there is a shave B, of B inside W. Thus 
A = n B, and a* = n b$ where B, ranges over all shaves of B. 
(b) If in 3.22, &+ u bi- = aBi (i = 1,2), B need not have the same 
property. However, if Y: b+ -+ [O, co) be any collar of bf with r(p) = 
j Q+(p, B)j for p E ab+ (rel 8B), and if B, is obtained from B by squeezing 
the r-collar of bf, then B, > B, , B, , B, is a shave an.d a squeeze of B1 n B, , 
and b,+ u b,- = t3B,, . 
4. THE HOMOTOPY INDEX 
In this section we develop the homotopy index i(f, S) of an element 
S E Iso( This index takes the form of a homotopy type of a pointed space. 
It is a generalization, due mostly to C. C. Conley, of the index in [l]. 
DEFINITIONS 4.1. A pa& (Y, A) consists of a topological space Y and 
a closed subset A C Y. If (Y, A) and (2, B) are pairs, and g: Y + 2 is 
continuous such that g(A) C B, we write g: (Y, A) -+ (2, B). 
If Y is a topological space, and y E Y, (Y, y) is a pointed spat-e. If (Y, y) 
and (2, Z) are pointed spaces and g: Y -+ 2 is continuous such that g(y) = x, 
then we write g: (Y, y) -+ (2, z). 
If (Y, A) is a pair, Y/A denotes the pointed space ( y, p) where P is 
obtained from Y by identifying A to a point p. By convention, Y/ o denotes 
[Y u {p}]/(p), where p is disjoint from Y. 
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Remarks 4.2. (a) / is a covariant functor from the category of pairs and 
mappings of pairs to the category of pointed spaces and mappings of pointed 
spaces. Thus, if g: (Y, A) -+ (2, B), there is a corresponding map 
2: Y/A ---t Z/B such that (1) if g is the identity map, so is J, and (2) (gob)* = 
go~ifh:(W,C)-+(Y,A). 
(b) If (Y, A) is a pair, there is a natural map q(Y, A) = 
tp: (Y, A) -+ Y/A, defined by 
x4A 
XEA’ 
such that if g: (Y, A) -+ (2, B) 
the following diagram commutes: 
(Y, A) 2 (Z B) 
1 YOT,A) 1 9G B) 
Y/A ’ I+ Z/B. 
DEFINITIONS 4.3. The pointed space (Y, y) has the same homotopy type 
as the pointed space (Z, z) means there are maps g: (Z, z) -+ (Y, y) and 
h: (Y, y) + (Z, ,z) such that h o g and g 0 h are homotopic to their respective 
identities. g is called a homotopy equivalence. 
We use g-1 to denote h even though the homotopy inverse is not unique. 
Observe that if (Y, y) and (Z, z) have the same homotopy type, the 
homotopy axiom for cohomology implies that H*(Y, y) M H*(Z, ,z) by 
the induced map g*. 
The following lemma is the main result of this section; it enables us to 
define the homotopy index. This lemma, and all the rest in the chapter, 
remain true if + is replaced by -. 
LEMMA 4.4. If B, > B in a(f, S), and Bf is any collar of b+ such that 
b$ C B+, then the inclusion induced maps z”: B/b+ --f BIB+ and 
f,,: B,/b$ -+ B/B+ 
are homotopy equivalences. 
DEFINITION 4.5. The homotopy index i(f, S) is the pair (i+(f, S), i-(f, 5’)) 
where i*(f, S) is the homotopy type of B/b* for some B E a(f, 8). Lemma 4.4 
and the fact that L@(f, S) is directed imply that i(f, S) is well defined. 
The idea of the proof is as follows: Since squeezing a block does not change 
its homotopy type, we can assume that B, is a shave of B. Since all collars of b+ 
have the same homotopy type as bf, we use B+ = b+. The problem then 
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reduces to showing I&,/b,,+ -+ B/b+ is a homotopy equivalence. But B,/b$ -+ 
B, v b+/b+ is a homeomorphism, and since B, is a shave of B, (B, bf) 
essentially (in the sense of 4.6) retracts to (B, v b+, b+). 
The proof of 4.4 requires several lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose D, CD C X are closed, and F: (D, D,) x [0, 1] -+- 
(D, Do) is continuous such that 
(a) F(d, 0) = d for all d E D, and 
(b) if (D, Do) 3 (F(D x l),F(D, x l)), then F(D x [O, I]) CD and 
F(& x [O, 11) c Do . 
-- 
Then (D, D,) C (0, D,) induces a homotopy equivalence D/D, -+ D/D0 V 
Proof. Let i-1 be the map induced by F 1 D x 1: D -+ D. Then i-l 0 i is 
induced by F [ D x 1, which is homotopic by (F 1 D x t>‘& to the identity 
on D. It follows from (b) that (F j D x t> induces a homotopy of i-l 0 i to 
the identity on D. 
ioi-l is induced byF/ D x 1:D --f D, which is also homotopic to the 
identity. Furthermore, (a) implies this homotopy induces a homotopy of 
i 0 i-l to the identity of D. Thus i-l is a homotopy inverse of i. 
TRIANGLE LEMMA. Suppose X, Y, Z are topological spaces and a: X -+ Y, 
6: X -+ 2, c: Y -+ Z are maps such that b = cu. Then if any two of a, 6, c 
are homdtopy equivalences, then so is the third, and any triangular d&ram 
formed with the maps a, b, c, a-l, b-1, c-l is commutative, at least up to homotopy. 
The proof is easy and is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.7. If B E &iY(f, S) and B+ C i?+ are collars for b+, then 
BIB+ -+ BIB+, induced by inclusion, is a Aomotopy equivalence. 
Proof* Let #: B + [0, l] such that $J-~(O) is a closed neighborhood of 
A- v b-, and #-l(l) = B+. Then define F: (B, Bf) x [0, 11 -+ (B, B+) by 
P * t-t@> I VP, 3) 
F(P,Q = Ip 
if pEB-((A-ub-), 
otherwise. 
That F is continuous follows from 3.8, and 4.6 implies B/b+ -+ B/B+ is 
a homotopy equivalence. Similarly, B/b+ --+ B/B+ is a homotopy equivalence. 
4.7 now follows from the Triangle Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. If B,, , B E @(f, S), B, is a squeeze of B, and B+, BOf are 
collars of b+, b,+, respectively such that B+ 3 Bo+, then B,/B,+ -+ BIB+ is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. We prove 4.8 in the case BO+ = B, n Bf. Lemma 4.7 and the 
Triangle Lemma then imply 4.8 in general. 
Let 
P - (s I Q+(P> B+ - &,+>I> if p E B+ - Bo+, 
otherwise. 
This special case is now implied by 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose B, , B E 97( j, S), B, is a shave of B, and B,+ C B+ 
are collars of b,+ and b+, respectively. Then B,/Bf -+ BIB+ is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. In the commutative, inclusion induced diagram, 
fWBo+ t-- B,lb,+ 
B, u b+/B,+ LJ b’ - B0 u b+/b+, 
observe that the top horizontal map is a homotopy equivalence (4.7), and 
the right vertical map is a homeomorphism, hence the Triangle Lemma 
implies the diagonal is also a homotopy equivalence. Since the left vertical 
is also a homeomorphism, the Triangle Lemma implies the bottom horizontal 
map is also a homotopy equivalence. Thus all the maps are homotopy 
equivalences. 
The second step of the proof is to show that B, u b+/b+ -+ B/B+ is a 
homotopy equivalence: let #: B---f [0, l] such that #-l(O) is a closed neigh- 
borhood of A- in B, and #-r(l) = B+ U cl(B - B,). Then let 
F: (B, B+) x [0, l] + (B, B+) 
be defined by 
P * (-s#(P) I WP, WI) 
F(P,S) = Ip 
if p $ A-, 
if p E A-. 
Since (F(B x l), F(B+ x 1)) = (F(BO u bf x l),F(b+ x l)), the Triangle 
Lemma and 4.6 imply that the following inclusion induced diagram consists 
of homotopy equivalences: 
B/B+ +F(B x I)/F(B+ x 1) 
2 1 
B, u b+/b+. 
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The final step of the proof involves the diagram 
B,,/B$ 3 B, u b+,/B,+ u bf t B, u b+/b+ 
B/B+. 
The right horizontal and diagonal maps are homotopy equivalences (steps 1 
and 2), so the middle vertical map is also a homotopy equivalence (Triangle 
Lemma). Since the left horizontal map is a homeomorphism, it follows that 
the left diagonal map, B,/B,,+ - B/B+, is a homotopy equivalence. This 
completes the proof of 4.9. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let B, be a shave of B such that B, is a squeeze of 
B, . Let B,+ = B+ n B, ; then B,+ 3 B,+. The preceding lemmas imply 
that all maps in the inclusion induced diagram, 
B/b+ --t BIB+ t Bl/Bl+ 
t/ 
&A+> 
are homotopy equivalences. This proves 4.4. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. A hyperbolic rest point is an example of an isolated 
invariant set with a block B homeomorphic to a ball. If the rest point has 
a stable manifold of dimension n and an unstable manifold of dimension m, 
then bf is homeomorphic to S+l x [0, 11” and b- to Sm-l x {O, 11%. 
(The case m = n = 1 is drawn in 9.1.) Thus the homotopy type of B/b+ 
is the same as that of B/S’+1 (where P--l, the sphere of dimension n - 1, 
is assumed to be embedded in 8s.) This homotopy type is the same as that 
of an 5’“. Similarly, B/b- has the same homotopy type as an Sm. The Morse 
index of a hyperbolic rest point is essentially the pair (n, m); hence ;(f, 5’) 
is a generalization of the Morse index in the sense that the both carry the 
same information in the case of a hyperbolic rest point. 
5. SOME PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL INVARIANT SETS ISOLATED BY 
A GIVEN BLOCK 
Since we often take direct limits, we use a cohomology fun&or H*, such 
as the tech cohomology, with the property that if K is a compact subset 
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of X, l& H*(U) = N*(K) w h ere U ranges over the set of closures of the 
neighborhoods of K. 
The statements in this chapter usually concern only b+ and not b-. This is 
only for notational simplicity; the corresponding statement for b- will also 
be true. 
The flow f and S E Iso are fixed throughout this section. We use the 
notation in the following diagram throughout the rest of the paper: Suppose 
B 3 B, are blocks (in later sections they will not have to be blocks for the 
same flow), and B+ is a collar of b+ such that B* 3 b,+. Then we have the 
commutative Diagram 5.1. 
DIAGRAM 5.1. 
















H”(b,f) ------a 6[ba” H*(B, , b,+) - ~“(sl~ - H*(b,+). 
The horizontal rows are long exact sequences for pairs; 6[b+] is the co- 
boundary operator of degree 1. The vertical maps are all induced by inclusion, 
and the top vertical maps are all isomorphisms since b+ is a strong deformation 
retraction of B+. 
Note that if B, > B in L%(f, S), we have shown (4.4) that na is also an 
isomorphism, since N*(B, b+) w H*(B, b$) m H*(B, B+). 
Remark 5.la. We shall use p[B, B,] to denote one of the maps ni o m;‘, 
i = 1, 2, 3. As the notation indicates, p[B, B,,] does not depend on the 
particular B+ used to define it. For example, if p[B, B,] = n, o m;‘, and B+ 
is a second collar of bf containing b, + then B+ u 8+ is a third, and the , 
following diagram commutes: 
H”(B+) 
7 -1\ 
H*(b+) +-- H*(B+ u 8+) --+ H*(b,+). 
It follows that the bottom map from H*(b+) to H*(b$) is the same as the 
top map, which is p[B, B,]. 
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LEMMA 5.2. If Bl > B, > B in B(f, S), then p[B, , Bl] o p[B, B,] = 
PI?, &I~ 
Proof. We prove this in the case p[B, B,,] = n, 0 xv;‘; the other cases are 
similar. 
Choose collars B+, BO+ of bf, b,,+, respectively, such that B+ 3 Ba+ 2 &+. 
The lemma then follows from the inclusion induced commutative diagram 
H*(b+) +---- H*(B+) p H*(BO+). 
H*tb,+) 
5.2. implies that (H*(b+)), {H*(B, b+)], and (H*(B)), with the corm- 
sponding maps {p[B, B,]), where B,, > B ranges over 5%(f, S), are all direct 
systems under the partial ordering >. 
DEFINITION 5.3. 
H*(a*(f, S)) E l& H*(b*), H*(i*(f, S)) = b H*(B, b*). 
Remarks 5.4. (a) One could define H*(cr(f, S)) 5 m H*(B), but then 
H*(d(f, S)) = H*(S). We use the latter notation. 
(b) If  B, > B, it follows from 3.22 that there is a shave Bl of 3 such 
that B, is a squeese of B. Then bl+ and Bl+ have the same homotopy type as 
bO+. It follows that H*(.d(f, S)) M lim H*(b,+) = H*(u+), if Bl is allowed 
to range over only shaves of B. Thus without ambiguity one can think of 
a*($ S) as the homotopy type of the set a* of any block B E @(f, S). For 
similar reasons, H*(A, u+) m H*(i+(f, S)), and H*(A) w H*(S). 
(c) The commutativity of diagram 5.1 implies that the direct limit 
induces a long exact sequence 
H*(a+cf> S)) - scf,s’ H*(;+(f, S)) ----+ H”(S) - --+ H*(xa+(f, S)), 
where S[f, S] = b S[b+]. 
(1) 
This sequence is exact because the direct limit of exact sequences is always 
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exact. (1) is the same as the exact sequence for the pair (A, a+) in the sense 
that the following diagram commutes: 









H*(a+(f, 8)) - H*(i+(f, S)) --+ H”(S) - H*(a+(f, 9) 
(d) From (1) one sees that an element of H*(;+(f, S)) is either the 
image by S[f, S] of a nonzero element of H*(a+(f, S)), or is mapped to 
a nonzero element of H*(S). Since for each B E 9J(f, S), H*(B, b+) m 
H*(if(f, S)), each nonzero element of H*(B, b+) corresponds to an element 
either in H*(a+) or in H*(S). 
DEFINITION 5.5. H*(i*(f, S)) are called the index algebras or simply 
the indices of (f, 8). 
Some of the ambiguity of 5.4(d) can be removed: 
THEOREM 5.6. If  B E ~‘%(f, S), then Im(S[b+]) injects into Im(s[f, S]) via 
the direct limit. Consequently, if 0 # /3 E H*(b+) and S[b+]@) # 0, then p 
is mapped nontrivially via direct limit to H*(a+(f, S)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the commutativity of 
H*(b+) 6[b+l H*(B, b+) 
1 1 R4 
H*(a+(f, S>) - srf’sl H*(i+(f, S)) 
and the fact that the right vertical map is injective. 
Thus /? E H*(b+) represents nontrivial cohomology of H*(a+) if S[b+]/3 f  0. 
However, we shall construct a counter-example to the complementary 
statement; that is, it is possible that an element of H*(B, b+) which is mapped 
nontrivially to H*(B) corresponds, via the direct limit, to an element in 
H*(i+(f, S)) which is mapped to zero in H*(S). 
EXAMPLE 5.7. It is not hard to write down a differential equation in the 
plane whose associated flow has orbits which look like those pictured in 
Fig. 3 in an annulus. S is shaded. 
-The annulus itself is an isolating block B for this flow, and Hi(B) is 
generated by one element V. The upper semicircle of the outer boundary 
and the lower semicircle of the inner boundary form b+; thus Hl(b+) = 0. 
It follows from the exact sequence for the pair (B, b+) that Y is the image 
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FIG. 3. Cohomology of the annulus B is trivial in S, shaded. 
of some j3 E H*(B, b+). However, P(S) = 0, so ,B is mapped by direct limit 
to some element 01 E Hl(;+(f, S)) w x h’ h is in turn mapped to zero in lP(S). 
5.6 gives cohamological information about the asymptotic set a+ using 
only the exact sequence for (B, b+). The remainder of this chapter develops 
and adds to theorems in [9] of the same spirit as 5.6. We study some sub- 
structures of the index algebra which are related to N*(a*) and H*(S). To do 
this we must establish the following notation: (2) Let B E @(f, 5’) let z be 
open and closed in 6+, and let iz = 6+ - C. If B > ,!? in @(f, S), let c, d be -- 
b+ n O(Z, B) and b+ n U(d, B), respectively. a+(t) E @ n F. 
Now observe (3) c n d = @ and c u d = b+. (4) N*(b+) = Ho ,@ HI 
where Hr E Ire@*@+) + H*(c)) M H*(d) and H,, G ker(H*(b+) -+ 
H*(d)} NN H*(c). H enceforth, we relax the notation alnd use N*(c) and H*(d) 
for H0 and HI , respectively. (5) Suppose B, > B in g(f, S). Then, in 
the notation of 5.1, nl o m;l(H*(c)) C H*(Q); therefore lim,,, H*(C) iswell 
defined. In fact, 1% N*(c) iu~ H*(af(~)). 
DEFINITION 5.8. H*(~+(I?,,, 8)) z lim, H*(c) where the direct limit is 
taken over all B > .i? in @(f, 5’). a+(~, f, S) can be thought of as the homotopy 
type of u+(E), 
Note that H*(~+(E, f, S)) C H*(a+(f, S)) and is isomorphic to 
ker(H*(z+) -+ H*(a+(iE)). 
In fact, H*(@+(E,j, 8)) @ H*(fi+(;E, f, S)) = H*(a*(f, 52)). 
DEFINITION 5.9. S[c] = 6[b+] / H*(c), and S[C, f, S] z ljn~ Sic] = 
%.L Sl I .K*(a+(Gf, 9. 
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THEOREM 5.10. If B > B in 9l(J S), then Im(S[c]) injects via the direct 
limit into Im(S[c, f, S])I Consequently, if 0 # /3 E H*(c) and S[c](p) # 0, 
then /3 is mapped nontrivially via direct limit to H*(Jz+[F, f, SJ). 
The proof is similar to that of 5.6. 
5.10 shows us elements of H*(c) which are mapped nontrivially into 
H*(a+(c)). An application of 5.10 occurs in 11.2. The following structure 
gives us elements in H*(B) which are mapped nontrivially to H*(S). 
DEFINITION 5.11. Let D[c] be the homomorphism defined by the 
composition 
H*(B) _K, H*(c) “2 H*(b+, d) --% H*(B, b+), 
where k is induced by inclusion, e is an excision isomorphism, and 6 is 
the coboundary operator in the exact sequence for the triple (B, b+, d). 
If B > B, , the following diagram commutes (notation as in 5.1): 
H*(B) --+ H*(c) - e H*(b+, d) 2 H*(B, b+) 
H*(B) 
H*(Bo) - 
Here C and D are collars of c and d, the maps marked e are excisions, and 
those marked 6 are coboundaries. The top row is D[c], and the bottom, 
D[co]; therefore we can make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5.12. D[E, f, S] E I& D[c] where B>B ranges overa@, 8). 
THEOREM 5.13. Im(D[c]) injects via the direct limit into Im(D[c,,f, 5’1). 
Consequently, if /3 E H*(B) such that D[c](p) # 0, then /3 includes nontrivially 
to H*(S). 
The proof is similar to that of 5.6. 
We now relate Slf, 5J, S[F, f, s], and D[c, f, S]. As before, let B E SY(f, S), 
and let ?I ,..., ?n be mutually disjoint open and closed subsets of 6 whose 
union is &+. (For example, the components of &+ if there are finitely many.) 
If B > B, ci E 0(& , B> n bf for i = l,..., n. If J C {l,..., n}, let c = UieJ c( 
and d = UiktJ ci . 
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THEOREM 5.14. (a) O[c] = --D[d], so Im D[c] = Im DIdI. 
(b) Im D[c] = Im S[c] n Im S[d]. 
(c) Im SIC] = CieJ Im S[c,l ; in particular, Im S[b+] = C,” Im S[c& 
(d) Im S[b+]/Im S[c] cw Im S[d]/Im D[c]. 
(4 Im WI = C&d Im Dkd) f7 C~&J I= Wil>- 
~~~~~. The direct limit of each of the statements above is also true, 
Pnwf. We have the foIlawing commutative diagram: 
H*(B) 
H*(bf, d) I sEb+f U”(bf, c) 
N”(B, b-t-). 
The maps marked e are excision isomorphisms, those marked 6 are 
coboundary maps. All others are induced by inclusion. The map from H*(B) 
to H*(B, lie) around the left side is D[c]; around the right3 D[dJ. All sequences 
are exact at N*(P), (a) is just the hexagonal lemma of algebraic topology, 
and (b) follows easily from the diagram and (a), (c) follows from the fact 
that H*(c) = eiEJ H*(c& Since Im S[@-] = CT=; Im S[cJ = Im S[c] -+- 
ImS[d], (d) follows from the classical isomorphism theorem for modules: 
If Hz and Hs are submodules, then (HI + &)/Hi w H&H, n I&J. 
To prove (e), let 01 E Im D[c]. By (b) and (c), a: = CieJ ai = Ciu ol, where 
ai E Im S[Q]. Subtracting the two equations, we find that 
which implieseach ol, E&+ Im S[Q] = Im S[ci]; where cl G uj+$ c, . Thus 
each 0~~ EIm 61~~1 n Im SE:] i= Im D[c& 
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Im D[c] C (C Im B[cJ) n (C Im D[qJ). 
id i&J 
The opposite inclusion follows from the fact that Im D(cJ C Im S[cJ and 
hence (c) implies Ci,J Im D[cJ n CigJ Im D[cJ C Im S[cJ n Im S[d] = 
Im D[c]. This completes the proof. 
Example 11.2 contains an application of 5.13 and 5.14. 
We now restrict ourselves to the smooth case only and assume that our 
blocks have the form of Theorem 3.7. In particular, (6) H*(B, b+) is finitely 
generated; (7) The duality theorems hold for B. Using coefficients in a field 
so that HP is the vectorspace dual of H, , we have Hp(B, B - C) w H++(C) 
if C C B; Hp(B, 6+) M H’+“(B, b-), and H*(B) M IT+*(B, M). 
DEFINITION 5.15. Let c denote the cup product of cohomology elements, 
and let d denote the last duality map in (7). Define Q[B] to be the composition 
H*(B, b-t) @ H*(B, b-) : H*(B, aB) 4 H*(B). 
THEOREM 5.16. If0 # v E irn Q[B], th en Y injects nontrivially by inclusion 
into H*(S). 
Proof. Let B, > B in B(f, S), and choose collars B+, B- of b+, b-, 
respectiveIy, such that B+ v B- = B - int B,, . The following diagram 
commutes: 
’ H*(B, b+) @ H*(B, b-) ___ -+ H*(B, aB> ___II-, H*(B) 




H*(B, , b,‘) & H*(B, b,) 2 ---% H*;BO). 
The vertical maps are all induced by inclusion and the ones on the left are 
isomorphisms. The map marked e is an excision isomorphism. One sees from 
the diagram that (8) Im Q[B,,] 3 Im R 0 Qe[B], and (9) if 0 # v E Im Q[B], then 
K(v) # 0 in Im Q[B,,]. The theorem now follows from the fact that H*(S) is 
the direct limit of H*(B). 
Q[B] is computed in 11.2 and 11.4 for specific cases. 
DEFINITION 5.17. Q[f, S]: H*(i+ @ l(f, S)) -+ H*(S) is the direct limit 
of the maps Q[B] for B E a($ S). Then Im Q[f, S] = lim Im Q[B]. 
Remarks 5.18.(a)Im Q[f, S] is finitely generated even if H*(S) is infinitely 
generated. This follows from (6). 
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(b) ImQ[‘, S] is th e same as the image of the composition c 0 d in 
the commutative diagram 
H*(B, B - A-) @ H*(B, B - A+) 2 H*(B, B - S) --% H*(S) 
1 1 t 
H*(B, bf) @ H*(B, b-) p H*(B, i3B) ------+ N*(B). 
The vertical maps are induced by inclusion and the left one is an iso- 
morphism (3.9). 
We proceed to relate (in the smooth case) 6[c], D[c], and Q[B], We use the 
notation / V j to denote the dimension of a vector space V. Let c be open and 
closed in b+ (possibly c = b+), and let j[c]: H*(B, c) -+ H*(B) be induced 
by inclusion: 
THEOREM 5.19. (a) 1 ImQ[B] n Imj[c]l + / Im S[c]/ < j H*(B, c)i. 
(b) I Im &PI n Imjkll + I Im WI < I fJ*@)l. 
(c) j Im Q[B] n Imj[a+] 1 < Im Q[B] n Imj[c],li. 
(d) The direct limit of (a), (b), and (c) also hold. 
Note that the case c = 6+ in (a) is interesting since 
I H*(B, b+)l = / H*(i+(f, S)l. 
Proof. (a) follows from the exactness of the sequence for the pair (B, c); 
(b) follows from the fact that Imj[c] C ker D[c]; and (c) follows from the fact 
that j[b+] = j* 0 j[c] where j: (B, c) C (B, b+). 
6. THE SPACE OF INVARIANT SETS AND THE INVARIANCE OF THE INDEX 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let Y ~((f, 5’) \~EF, S~Iso(f)}. 
We put a topology on Y which allows us to discuss perturbations of a point 
(f, 5) E Y. Recall (2.2, 2.3) that @(N) = (f EF 1 N is an isolating neigh- 
borhood for f} is an open subset of F. 
DEFINITION 6.2. If  NC X is closed, define r[N]: (D(N) -+ Y by 
?4Y!~f) = (f, 4fJ w 62 9. 
The topology is designed so that r[Nj is a homeomorphism. 
LEMMA 6.3. The set {Im(y[N] I @) ( NC X is cbsed, @C F is open> is 
a basis for a topology on Y; that is, if iVl , N2 C X are closed, Cp, , tDz are open 
in F, and (f, 5’) E Im(r[NJ / @r) n Im(r[NJ j cPz), there is a cZosed NC X 
and a lzeighborhood 9, C F such that 
(f, 3 E Im(yWl I @> C Im(rPKl I @A * ImMNJ I @A. 
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Proof. By hypothesis, Nr and Na isolate S for the flowf, so N E N1 n N, 
also isolates S. It follows that (1) for each x E Ni - N, there is a .T, E [w 
such that f (x, TJ E X - Ni (i = 1,2). 
Using compactness, one can find a neighborhood @’ C F off, each element 
of which has property (1). Therefore f’ E a’ implies d(fO’, NJ = d(f ‘, NJ = 
d(f ‘, N). Let @ = a,’ n @I n @a , and observe that y[NJ 1 @ = y[NJI di = 
YWI I @- 
Remark 6.4. In this topology 9 is TI but not Hausdorff. For example, 
if X = IR, and f  is the flow of 1.2, then S = (0) is a rest point and is isolated, 
but any neighborhood of (f, S) must intersect each neighborhood of (f, +). 
DEFINITION 6.5. (f, S) is a continuation of (f ‘, 23’) if (f, S) and (f ‘, 8’) 
are in the same quasicomponent of Y; that is, there is no separation of Y 
into nonempty, closed and open subsets Y1 and 9a such that (f, S) E Y1 
and (f’, S’) E 9a . 
To show that the index is invariant under continuation, we need the 
following restatement of Churchill’s perturbation theorem for blocks [l]. 
THEOREM 6.6. Suppose B E S(f, S) such that bf n b- = i~r, and that 
B* is the &collar of b* where 6 > 0 is a constant such that Bf n B- = a. 
Then there is a block B0 > B in 9( f ,  S) and a neighborhood CD off in F such that 
(a) fe Sp implies th ere are blocks i!$ and Bz for J’, collars &+ of 6,* 
(relf) and a collar B,,+ of b$ so that the following inclusions hold: 
(6 , 52’) C (B, , Bo*) C ($ , B,*) C (B, B*), 
(b) 4.6 &> = 4.E B,). 
Note. We further restrict di so that B is an isolating neighborhood for all 
flows in @ and so that if p E cl(B - B,), JE @, then j(p, t) 4 B for some 
t E R. Then d(J, &) = d(f, B). 
LEMMA 6.7. 
- - 
The inclusions in 6.6(a) induce homotopy equivalences &lb,* --+ 
B,IB,’ -+ &/BI* -+ BIB+. 
Proof. We have the following diagram induced from 6.6(a): 
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From 4.4, we have that i and z are homotopy equivalences. The Triangle 
Lemma implies that 6.7 is proved if we show that k is a homotopy equivalence. 
We show k-l = i-%-l is a homotopy inverse of k: 
k-lk = k--l(&) - Z-l&& = Z-l z N identity; 
and kk-l = j, ik-l -jlE1 = ii-l N identity. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose B, B+ satisfy the hypotheses of6.6. Then there is 
a neighborhood % = %(B, B+) C 9 of (f, S) with the property that (f, 3) E @! 
implies there is a block B E .S’(f, S) 
-- 
such that (B, b+) C (B, B+), and these 
inclusions induce homotopy equivalences /b* --+ B/B*. 
Proof. % = Im(y[B] 1 @) h w ere di is defined in the Note of 6.6. The 
Corollary now follows from 6.7. 
COROLLARY 6.9. If(f, S) and(f’, 5”) E %(B, B+), then;(f, 5’) = ;(f ‘, 22’). 
THEOREM 6.10. If (f ‘, s’) is a continuation of (f, S), then i(f, S) = 
i(f ‘) s’). 
Proof. 6.9 implies that the set of all points of 5” with a given index is 
open and contains all its boundary points. 6.10 follows from this. 
7. CONTINUATION OF THE COHOMOLOGY OF AN INVARIANT Sm 
In order to describe the behavior of an invariant set under perturbation, 
we use its cohomology algebra. There is a natural way to follow an element 
of this cohomology as the invariant set continues. The construction in this 
section models the construction of 5“. 
The natural language to use is that of sheaves. 
DEFINITION 7.1. A continuous surjective map ST: 6Y-+ 2 is a sheaf if for 
each 01 E G!, there is a neighborhood @ of 01 such that r 1 % is a homeo- 
morphism onto its range. Sometimes ?T is suppressed, and CZ is said to be 
a sheaf over 2. 
If x E 2, +z) is the stalk over z, denoted OZS . If Y C 2, Q? / Y = l,JeP Q& . 
If a and GE?’ are sheaves over 2, then 02 x @’ is the sheaf over Z such that 
(a x fl>z =Q& x GZiforallxEZ. 
THEOREM 7.2. Y is a sheaf over F, and intersection is a continuous operation 
fYOrn 9 x 9 to Y. 
The proof is straightforward and follows from 6.3. 
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DEFINITION 7.3. H[~J] = {(f, S, u) / (f, S) E 9, u E H*(S)). 
DEFINITION 7.4. For each closed NC X, and each v  E H*(N), define 
y[N, v]: Im(r[N]) -+ ~Y[cl] by r[N, ~](f, S) = (f, S, jam) where j: S C N. 
y[N, V] is said to be a section over (f, S) or through (f, S, u). 
The set of isolating neighborhoods for (f, S) is directed by inclusion, 
so we can form the direct system {H*(N), p[N, N’]} where p is induced by 
inclusion N’ C N. The direct limit of this system is (H*(S), p[N, S]> where 
p[N, S] is induced by S C N. In particular, (1) if (T E H*(S), then there is an 
isolating neighborhood N and v  E H*(N) such that p[N, S]Y = o, and 
(2) if v  E H*(N) and p[N, S]v = 0, th ere is an isolating neighborhood N’ C N 
such that p[N, N’](v) = 0. 
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose (f, S, U) E y[N, , vJ(@J n y[N, , vJ(%J where aI 
and ??L2 are neighborhoods of (f, S) in 9. Then there is a neighborhood % of 
(f, S) in Y such that y[N, , VJ 1 % = r[N2, v2] j a. 
Proof. It follows from (2) that we can choose NC Ni n N, such that 
p[Ni , N] v1 = p[N2 , N] vz = V. Let & = @r n 9’Jz n Im(r[N]). Then, on 9 
each of the sections agrees with r[N, V] 1 @. 
THEOREM 7.6. %[cJ] is a sheaf over Y with a basis for the topology being 
{Im(y[N, v] / &) I N closed, v  E H*(N), and % open in Y}. The binary opma- 
tions of addition and cup product are continuous. 
The proof is straightforward from 7.5. 
Remark 7.7. A?[d] is also a sheaf over F and further continuous binary 
operations can be defined on the stalks over F, such as the following: 
(f, & y4 * (f, S2 ,4 = (f, S, f-7 S2 j hu, + A4 
where ji is induced by the inclusions S, n S, C Si (i = 1, 2). 
8. THE EXACT SEQUENCE OF SHEAVES 
Here we construct the index sheaf and the sheaf involving H*(a+). In 
the smooth case, we use 3.7(d), and define topologies for them in the same 
way we did for A?[41 except that isolating blocks must replace isolating 
neighborhoods. However, 3.7(d) is false in the compact-open topology, 
so we use 6.8 instead. Consequently, construction is slightly more complicated 
than the one given above but is essentially the same. In fact we can topologize 
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all the sheaves s~ulta~eo~sly; afterwards, it is a simple matter to use the 
exact sequence 5.4(c) to define an exact sequence of sheaves. 
whenever we invoke 6.6 or 5.8, we assume that the hy~oth~es hold for 
(B, B+), since 3.6 and 3.18(a) allow us to choose them in this way. 
DEFINITION 8.2. Fix a point (3: S) E 9, and choose a block B E $(j; S) 
with b’ 8-l b- = iir ) and a collar B+ of W. Let at = %{.tz, B+) be a neigborbo~ 
of (f, 5’) in 9 as described in 6.8. Then for each (f ‘) S’) E %, we can choose 
a block B’ E B(f, S) such that the map P/6+’ -+ B/B+ induced by inclusion 
is a homotopy equivalence. Recall that B/6+ -+ B/B+ is also a homotopy 
equivalence. Thus, instead of using une bfock for an open set of flows, we 
use a collection (B’), one block for each flow in 0. These blocks, in the sense 
of 6.8, are all the same. 
VVe also make definition 8.2 when + is replaced by -. In fact, all statements 
in the remainder of this section remain true when + is rtzplactzd by -, 
Let (%7, F(3)) denote one of (4, B), (a+, b+), (i+i (B, b+)). 
For each g E N*{%?(B)), we define a function, called a s&&tn, 
Y, = YE% Bi-3 r;: @q: @ -+ S[@ 
by y(s’, St) = (f’, S’, lim ,@) where the direct limit is taken over S’{y, S’), 
and where p’ s p[B, B’]/S. p[B, B’]: H*(V(B)) -+ H*(ct;(B’)) is defined by 
one of the compositions ni D ipt~;I in 5.1 I 
~ernu~h 8.3. We have chosen ??6 so that n2 0 rn;’ is always an i~mo~h~srn. 
Consequently, the map from Sr*(;*(J’ 5’)) to H*(k+(f’, S’)) defined by 
mapping b /S to iim /9 is an iso~~o~hisrn~ 
Of course, 8.3 was proven when we showed that the index is invariant under 
continuation.I-Iowever, it is important to show that if 01’ is the image of an 
element a: of N*(i+(f, 5’) under this isomorphism, then ff’, S’, a!) .continues 
(f, S, a). This we do after showing that continuations are well defined, 
~ven~ally we shrink the domain of y to a smaIler set Y which depends 
only on 3 and Bt-. 
What we want now is the analog of 7.5, which we obtain in several steps. 
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Proof. We have the following commutative triangle: 
Since r(f, S) = y(f, S), j(p) = /I. Th ere ore, f  the image of j? in H*(%?(B’)) 
is the same as the image of p in H*(%(B’)). Since B’ is the block in {B’} 
chosen forf’, andf’ is arbitrary, 7.11 follows, 
The following shows the extent to which y  is independent of {B’}. 
LEMMA 8.5. There is a neighborhood 9’” = V(B, B+) of (f, S) in 9(B, B+) 
such that yl s y[B, B+, /3, {B,‘}] = y2 s y[B, B+, /3, {Bz’}] for all choices 
of collections {B,‘} and (B,‘}. 
Proof. To simplify notation, let (U, V(B)) = (a+, b+). The proof of the 
other cases is similar to this one. 
There is an open neighborhood @ of f  in F such that f' E @ implies 
O-(Bf, B, f ‘) C B - (A- u b-). Let V E ((f ‘, 5”) E % 1 f' E @>. Then V 
depends only on (B, B+). 
I f  (f ‘, S) E V and B,‘, B,’ E 9(f’, S) such that (Bi’, br) C (B, B+) 
(i = 1, 2), then there is a block B,’ > B,‘, B,’ for (f ‘, S) such that 
6:’ C bz’ U 6:’ (3.22). Let Bt’ be a collar of 6:’ containing b3+1 and contained 
in B+. Bt’ is a compact subset of B - (A- u b-), hence there is a collar 
.@ 1 B,+’ U Bz’ of b+(rel f). The situation is summarized by the following 
inclusion induced diagram: 
H*(B:‘) ----+ i H*(b,+‘) 
/2/T 
H*(.a+( f ‘, As’)) c- H*(b:‘) + H*(B+) - i ff*(B+) i - H*(b+). 
The maps marked i are isomorphisms, hence invertible. It is easy to check 
that the top path and the bottom are each the same as the middle path from 
H*(b+) to H*(Jz+~‘, 9)). yl(f ‘, S) takes fl along the top path, y2(f ‘, 5”) 
along the bottom: thus y.Jf’, S’) = yl(f ‘, s’) for all (f ‘, S) E V. This 
completes the proof. 
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-- - 
LEMMA 8.6. Let 7 = y[B, B+, /3, (B’)], where B E~(J S). Suppose 
(f, 9 E ~@% B+), and let B E (B> be the block chosen for (f, S). Choose 
B+ C i?+ a collar of b+, and form the section y = y[B, Bf, p, (B”)] where 
p = p[B, B](f?) (p[B, B] dejined in 5.la.). Then y agrees with 9 on 
-- 
-Y(B, B+) n Y”(B, B+). 
Proof. 8.5 allows us to use the set {B”} in place of {B’) to define y over 
Y”(B, B+) n %‘-(B’, B+‘). The conclusion now follows from 8.4. 
Here is the analog of 7.5: 
LEMMA 8.7. Any two sections Tl , y2 agree ovey an opert set of 27’. In other 
words, the set {Im(r 1 %) / y is a section, % open in Ysp) forms a basis for a 
topology on %[%?I. 
Proof. Let (f, S) E 9 such that rr(f, S) = rz(f, S). $J~ and yz could be 
defined using blocks for distinct points (& , S,), (fa, S,) E 9. However, 
8.6. implies there are sections of the form 3/i = r[B, , Bi+, pi, {B,‘)] i = 1,2, 
where B7. and B, are each blocks for (f, S), such that jji = yi on a neigh- 
borhood of (f, S) (i = 1,2). Choose B, > Bl , B, ; then, enlarging Bl+, B,f 
to contain b3+ if necessary (5.la), choose B3+ a collar of b,+ in B,+ n B,+. 
Now form a section ya 3 y[B, , I&+, & , (Bi)] where & = p[BB, , B3] /3, = 
p[Bz , B,] /3a. (We can choose B, small enough so that & = p[Bi , B.J ,E&, 
i = 1,2, because lim & = l&~ & .) Finally, 8.6 implies that x and ya agree 
with ys on an open set containing (f, S); from this it follows that or agrees 
with ?a on an open set, and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 8.8. %[&I:], #[d], and &[2=] are cohomology sheaves over Y 
with the topology given in 7.14, and the algebraic operations in the stalks are 
continuous. 
Proof. 77: &@[Q?] -+ 9’ defined by n(f, S, a) = (J: S) has a local inverse 
14% B+, P, WI &fin e d on -Y(B, B+) where B E @(f, S) and l&p = L~I. 
That both maps are continuous and the operations are continuous follow 
directly from 8.7. 
COROLLARY 8.9. The sheaf #[;+I is locally aprodzcct; that is, if(f, S) E 9, 
&f[;+] 1 Y(B, B+) M V(B, B+) x Z[;+]o,s, . 
Proof. The sheaf isomorphism is defined on each stalk by the composition 
of isomorphisms: H*(i+(f’, S’)) M H*(B’, 6”‘) w H:I;(B, b+) M H*(&+(f, S)). 
Thus (f’, s’, l&-~/3’) ---z (f, S, lb /?) where p’ = p[B, B’]& It is easy to 
check that this map is continuous. 
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DEFINITION 8.10. A sheaf z GZ -+ Z is Hausdorff on stalks if for each 
XEZ, Kl,‘YzE@z, there are open sets %r , %s such that 01~ E 4?!i (i = 1, 2), 
a.nd%rn%a= m. 
Y is not Hausdorff, so %[;*I is not Hausdorfi, however, since X[;*] 
is locally a product, it is Hausdorff on stalks. 
DEFINITION 8.11. The long exact sequence of sheaves, 
SqLzr’] 5 Gqi’] 4 SfqJ] -+ sP[Lz”], 
is defined so that over each point (f, S) E 9, the sequence is 
H*(d;*(f, S)) + H*(i*(f, S)) --f H*(S) + H*(Iz*(~, S)). 
THEOREM 8.12. The sheaf maps in 8.11 are continuous; in fact, they are 
local homeomorphisms. 
Proof. The proof is similar for each of the maps; we show only that S is 
continuous: 
Let Imp be a basis open set in %[;+I, and let (f, S, a+) E #[a+] such 
that S(f, S, a+) = (f, S, CX) E Im 7. There is a block B, and /3 E H*(B, b+) 
such that y  = y[B, B+, /3] a g rees with 7 on a neighborhood of (f, S) in Y. 
There is a block B, > B, and &+ E H*(b+), such that if /3,, = 6[B,](&+), 
then lim pa+ = ol+, & p,, = 01, and y,, = r[B,, , B,,+, &] agrees with y, and 7, 
on a neighborhood @ of (f, S) in Y. Then S-l(Im 7) 3 Im(y[B,, B,+ , &+I 14, 
a neighborhood of (f, S, a+) in %[a+]. We have shown that 6-l(Im 7) contains 
a neighborhood of each of its points and is therefore open. It follows that 6 
is continuous. 
It is easy to check that any continuous sheaf map is a local homeomorphism, 
and the theorem follows. 
9. SUBSHEAVES AND SHEAF MAPS 
In Section 5, we developed methods of determining from a given block 
cohomology elements related to all invariant sets which fit in this block. 
In this section we will fit these elements into the sheaf structures already 
established. In the next, we show how they determine some local properties 
of Z[CJ] and #[a*]. 
Fix a block B and a component c of b+. Recall that a+(f, S, c) is the 
homotopy type of a+ n c. In the natural way, consider H*(af n c) a direct 
summand of H*(a+). We want to form a subsheaf #[a+(c)] of %‘[a+] in a way 
similar to that used to form %[a+]. However, one must first choose 
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3 E S#(f, S), and c open and closed in b+, then define a*(&+(~, f, S)) = 
b H*(c,) where the direct limit is taken over all B, > B in &Y(f, 5’) (see 
Definition 5.8). To define z@[&(c)] over a neighborhood Y C P’, the 
choice of B and c must be made for all (f, S) E V. Then Z[XZ+(C)] = 
i(fP ST4 I (f> 9 E vc, (Y E H*(.a+(c,f, S))> depends on {B) and (cl. To 
insure that &‘[Jz+(c)] C *[a+] is open, and therefore a subsheaf, we make 
the choices of (B) and {c] in the following way: 
Let (f, S) E Y, E E a(JT S), and B+ a collar of &+. Fix G open and closed 
in Z;+; define C C B+ to be U+(Z, B+, J), a collar of 5. For each 
(f, S) E Y(B, IT+) = Y, 
choose B as in 6.8, and let c = 6+ n c. Then c is open and closed in b+. 
DEFINITION 9.1. 
%‘[a+(~)] = {df, S, a) 1 (f, S) E V, and 01 E H*(Kz+(c,~, A’))}. 
- - 
Here V C V(B, B+) is a neighborhood of (f, 3) defined in the proof of 9.2. 
THEOREM 9.2. %‘[-a+(~)] is an open subset of ~?[a*] and therefore a 
subsheaf. 
The problem is that we must be able to continue a given open and closed 
subset of a+ as a flow changes in such a way that the continuation of cohomo- 
logy of a component is the cohomology of the continuation of a component. 
This cannot be done globally; for example: a closed path of flows may be 
defined by rotating the system 
a saddle point in the plane, gradually through 180” back to itself. (This is 
a homotopically nontrivial loop in F.) If the unit disc is used for an isolating 
block for the initial (and final) flow, one sees that the two components of a-k 
are interchanged by the rotation. Hence if the subsheaf flq,] (where a, 
is one of the components of a+) is to be defined globally, it must contain 
H*(a+ - a,) also, which defeats the purpose of the construction. 
Proof. We define V C V(B, B+): let @ C F be a neighborhood off such -- 
that f  E @ implies (3) U(B+ - C, B, f) n C = ,G . - - - - 
Then V” 3 ((f, S) E -Y(B, B+) 1 f  E @I; V depends only on (B, ,B+). 
Let (f, S, a) EGP[~+(~)]. Choose B, > B in B’(f, S) such that there is 
&E H*(c,) with lim /I,, = 01. (Recall that c,, = b$ n O+(c, I?).) Choose 
a collar B,* of 6,f and let CO 3 B,+ CT Q+(c, , B,). 
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From (3) and the definition of c, , it follows that 
O-(cl(BO+ - C,),B,f)nC= 0. (4) 
Therefore, there is a neighborhood Q+, C @ off such that f' E @, implies (4) 
is true if f' replaces f. Let %! = {(f’, S) E Y n V(BO, Be+) 1 f’ E CDO}, 
a neighborhood of (f, S) in V. It follows that if B,’ E &?(f’, S’), (f’, 5”) E f&2 
such that (B,,‘, 6r) C (B,, , B,+), then 6;’ n C,, = @(b*’ n C, B’, f  ‘) n B,+’ 
where (B’, bf’) C (B, Bf). Therefore, Im(r[B,, , B,t, ,&,] 1 42) C Z[e+@)]. 
Since #[a+(~)] contains a neighborhood in %[a+] of each of its points, 
it is open; and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 9.3. The following are also open, continuous sheaf maps. 
(a) a[?]: #[-a+(c)] -+ &[;+I 1 V defined by S[Ej(f, S, a) E S[c, f,  Sj(ol). 
(b) D[?]: ~?[a] 1 Y-+ %[;+I 1 V defined by D[Ej(f, S, LX) = B[z, f,  Sj(ol). 
The proof is similar to 8.12. 
Observe that these sheaves over 9 are also sheaves over F. 
10. STABILITY AND BIFURCATION 
In Section 5 we saw that for a fixed (f, S) E Y, B E 649(f, S), we could 
use certain homomorphisms to determine nontrivial elements of the cohomo- 
logy of a*, a*(c), or S. The elements so determined have the additional 
property that they persist under perturbations. This happens because these 
elements are determined from properties of a block and a block is stable 
(in the sense of 6.8 and 3.7(d)) under perturbations. We make this more precise. 
DEFINITION 10.1. If 2 is one of the cohomology sheaves defined in 
Sections 7 or 8, and (f, S, CX) E%, we say (f, S, LX) is stable if either 01 = 0 
or there is a section y through (f, S, ) a an d a neighborhood ??/ of (f, S) in 9’ 
such that ~(f’, S’) = (f’, S’, ol’) and 01’ + 0 for all (f’, S’) E @. Otherwise, 
(f, S, a) is unstable. Equivalently, (f, S, a is unstable if it cannot be separated ) 
from (f, S, 0) by open sets. 
PROPOSITION 10.2. (a) The stable elements of 2 form an open dense subset 
of 2. 
(b) Every element of X[i*] is stable. 
Proof. The set of unstable elements is exactly the point set boundary 
of {(f, S, 0) E X 1 (f, S) E Y}, the zero section. The zero section is an open. 
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set, so the unstable elements form a closed nowhere dense subset of %. 
This proves (a). (b) follows from the fact that ti[;*] is locally a product. 
PROPOSITION 10.3, Suppose $:X--t%' is a ca~~t~uous sheaf homo- 
morphism. If #(f, S, aI), t,!r(f, S, u2) can be separated by disjoint open sets, then 
so can (f, S, CQ), (f, S, CXJ. In particular, if t+h(f, S, a) # 0 and is stable in 
z%?, then (f, S, a) is stable in H. 
Proof. Suppose %!, , f%s separate $(f, S, 01~) and #(f, S, 01~). Then 
$+(@r), $+(%z) separate (f, S, &), (f, S, as). 10.3 follows. 
COROLLARY 10.4. I f  $: 3? -+ A?[i*], and if #(f, S, a) + 0, then (f, S, CC) 
and all its continuations me stable. 
Proof. 10.3 andlO,2(b) imply (J, S, ) 01 is stable. 10.3 also implies that the 
global zero section y0 in &?[;*I is both open and closed, so r,@(yO) is also 
open and closed. Since (J S, a) 6 $-l(&l, th e same holds for all continuations 
of (f, S, a). It follows that if (f’, S’, 01’) is a continuation of (f, 8, a), then 
$(f’, s’, CX’) # 0 and hence, by the first sentence, is stable. This proves 10.4. 
COROLLARY 10.5. Let B E S(f, S). Then 
(a) Every nonzero element of Im S[b*] re p resents a nonzero stable element 
of a?[L+]. 
(b) Let c be open and closed in b+. Then every nonzero element ojIm S[c] 
represents a nonzero stable element of H[&(c)], and every nonxero element of 
Im D[c] represents a nonzeyo stable element of X[CJ]. 
(c) Any continuation of an element represented as in (a) or (b) above 
is also nonzero and stable. 
This follows from 10.4, 8.12 and 9.3. 
In order to show that & (see 5.15) determines stable elements of z&[cJ], 
we gain examine the smooth case. 
DEFINITION 10.6. Q: ti[i+] @ &‘[c] --+ Z[dJ is defined by 
R(f, 4 c+ 0 4 = QCJ: FIta+ 0 q. 
%EOREM 10.7. Q is a continuous open map of sheaves, so Im & is a subsheof 
of &‘[d]. Fwthermore, each element of Im Q is stable in .X[d]. 
Proof. I f  Q(f, S, ol+ @ 6) = (f, S, o), then there is a bkrck 3 eB(j, 5) 
satisfying 3.7(a), (b), (c), and (d), such that there exist j3* E H*(B, b*) with 
fi E Q[B]@+ @ 18-j being mapped to (T under inclusion B 3 S, and 
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liI&lp* = a!*. Then Q-Vm A4 PI> 3 Wd3,8+1 I a) 0 WrP, P-I I @) 
where % is a neighborhood of (f, S) in Y such that I3 is a block for all points 
in a. It follows that Q is continuous. Every continuous map of sheaves is 
a local borneomorphism. Thus each nonzero point of Im Q has a neighborhood 
% on which an inverse Q-l: ??/ -+ %’ C #‘[;+I @#[;-I is defined. Each 
element of G?’ is stable, so 10.3 implies each point of % is also stable. This 
completes the proof. 
To motivate our definition of a bifurcation point, we re-present Example 1.1 
in a more precise way: 
EXAMPLE 10.8. Let P: lR3 --‘r R be defined by P(x, y, z) = z3 - X(X” + y2). 
Then VP(x, y, z) = (-2zx, -2zy, 3x2 - (x2 +~a)). The flow generated by the 
vectorfield VP in the unit ball can be pictured by rotating Fig. 4a around 
the indicated axis. One can check that the unit ball is an isolating block B, 
and b+ is the union of a disc and an annulus on the unit sphere aB. (See 
Fig. 4b.) One sees that S is an isolated degenerate rest point. 
: 
0 
FIG. 4a (left). VP generates the flow obtained by rotating around indicated axis. 
FIG. 4b (right). A block around a degenerate rest point. 
It is not hard to write down a perturbation of VP whose orbits in the unit 
ball can be pictured by rotating Fig. 5a around the indicated axis. In this 
flow, the isolated rest point has bifurcated into a periodic orbit (Fig. 5b). B is 
still an isolating block for this flow. 
Another perturbation of VP yields orbits in B like those pictured in Fig. 6. 
Here the rest point has bifurcated into two hyperbolic rest points. Again B 
is a block. 
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FIG. 5a (left). Rotate around indicated axis. 
I?K+. Sb (right). The periodic orbit is a continuation of the degenerate rest point, 
Let fs , p E [ - 1, l] be a path of flows in F, where & is generated by the 
vector field VP, where for p < 0, f, looks like Fig. Sb, and for p > 0, J”, looks 
like Fig. 5. Thus as p increases from - 1 to 1, the periodic orbit sb&ks to 
a rest point which then splits into two hyperbolic rest pui.r~ts. 
j”, can be lifted to 9 to the path (f, , S(p)) where S(p) =.QM, 23). The 
bifurcation of the degenerate rest paint S(O) &xto two hyperbolic rest puiints 
(&), &(p)) = S(p) (p > 0) is already reflected in the +-~ture of 9: 
One computes from B that H*(3-(& , S(0))) = (0, R, R, 0). The homology 
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index for a hyperbolic critical point having stable manifold of dimension r 
is easily seen (from 4.10) to be (O,..., 0, R, 0 ,..., 0) where R occurs in the 
r-th place. Thus (f, , pi(p)) is not a continuation of (f(O), S(0)) for any p 
since the index is invariant under continuation. Thus the paths (f, , p&.~))~,,, 
in 9 cannot be defined for ,U = 0. 
The bifurcation of S(0) into the periodic orbit is reflected in the structure 
of Z[d]. Let 0 # a(p) generate Hr(S(p)) (p < 0) such that (f, , S(p), 01(p)) 
is a path in 2[4]. This path cannot be defined continuously for p = 0, for 
if it could, there would be an E > 0 and a block B for {f, , S(p)}, --E ,( p < 0, 
and p E H*(B) such that p is mapped to c&) under each inclusion S(p) C B. 
This cannot happen since then B must contain the continuum {S(~))WEI--E,OI 
which forces p = 0. 
The bifurcation occurring for p > 0 also appears in A?[41 in a similar way. 
DEFINITION 10.9. Let X be one of the previously defined cohomology 
sheaves over 9. Then (f, 5’) E Y is an S’-bzfurcation point if there is a closed 
connected V* C Z with projection % C Sp such that (f, S) E cl(V) - V. 
In the example above, (fs , S(0)) is an %[4]-bifurcation point because 
ui > S(P), 4Ph+l,o) is a closed and connected subset of %[4], but (fa , S(0)) 
is a limit point of the projection. 
The concepts of instability and bifurcation are complementary in that 
(f, S, a) unstable implies the stalks arbitrarily nearby are smaller. (f, S) is 
a bifurcation point implies that stalks of points arbitrarily near (f, S) are 
larger. 
COROLLARY 10.10. #‘[&I contains no bifurcation points. 
This follows from the fact that %[;*I is locally a product, 
PROPOSITION 10.11. Suppose 9s C ,40, w Z -+ Y’, , w’: %’ -+ 9s are 
sheaves and #: Z -+ 2 is a sheaf homomorphism. If %?* is closed and connected 
in S, then n’(cl(#?*)) - $(%*)) con t ains only ~-bifurcation points. 
Proof. cl(z-(V*)) - rr(%?*) 1 rr’(cl(#(V*)) - #(a*)). 
DEFINITION 10.12. Such a bifurcation point is called a zj-bzjurcation 
point. 
PROPOSITION 10.13. In the notation of 10.11, assume &?’ is locally a 
product and has countable stalks. Then the #-bifurcation points are a subset of 
a nomhere dense countable union of closed subsets of YO . 
Note that since X is compact and metric the stalks of any of the cohomology 
sheaves are countable if coeficients are taken in the integers. 
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Proof. It is enough to prove 10.13 when ~‘8” = y0 x H;f,n for some 
(f, S) E % . Let z;f,s, be C&L p and define %$ = ((f ‘, S) E S$ j #s’&,,~,) 
contains ai)]. Observe that each %i is open and that the set of $ bifurcation 
points is contained in Ui aG!i . Each a%‘{ is closed and nowhere dense and 
since F is a Baire space, so is 9. It follows that Ui MS is a nowhere denseF, . 
EXAMPLE 10.14. We show that 10.8 is an example of a D[c]-bifurcation 
point. In Fig. 4b, one sees that b+ is the union of two components. Denote 
one of them by c. Then the map D[c] is defined over X[CJ] 1 {(f, , S(p))> 
where -1 < p < 1, since B is a block for all the pairs (f, , S(p). 
Note that for each 0 < TV < 1, the orbit of the point p = (0, 0, -1) E b+ 
(rel f,) leaves B at the point (0, 0, +l) E b-. Thus we can shave a small 
neighborhood Y of p to obtain a new block B, which is a torus. Let c@ denote 
the remainder of c after the shave. In Fig. 7 cU is the south polar cap and S 
is a periodic orbit encircling the tube. 
We shall compute, in Example 11.2, that in such a case 
has a nontrivial second cohomology (implying the existence of nontrivial 
first level cohomology of H*(S(p)). S’ mce S(0) has no first order cohomology, 
it follows that (f, , S(P))~,~ cannot be continuously defined for p = 0 or 
else the image of this path by D[ ] c in &‘[;+I would be a path continuing 
nontrivial cohomology of Im D to zero, contradicting 10.5(b). Thus (fO , S(0)) 
is a D[c]-bifurcation point. 
In Example 11.2 we also find that Im(8[c,]) contains nonzero second 
order cohomology. By arguments similar to the above, we see that (fO, S(O)) 
is also a Z’(a+[c])-bifurcation point. 
FIG. 7. A shave of B containing the periodic orbit. 
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Il. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 11.1. An isolating block B for a hyperbolic rest point in two 
dimensions might look like the disc in Fig. 8. b+ is the disjoint union of two 
intervals c, d. Note that c is drawn so that c n b- = 0. One could draw it so 
that c u d u b- = S?. 
FIG. block for a saddle point in two dimensions. 
The rest point S, together with its stable manifold form A+; A- is S 
with its unstable manifold. Notice that b+ is a strong deformation retraction 
(along orbits of the flow) of B - A-, as 3.9 implies. 
EXAMPLE 11.2. Suppose a flow f  admits an isolating block B which is 
a solid torus with the following structure: 
We use polar coordinates on B; that is let 
and 
B 3 {(x, 4) / x E B’, 0 < # < 27r} 
with the usual identifications making B a solid torus. 
Then bf’ = {( 1, 0) E B’ / r/4 < 0 < 3~/4, or 5~/4 < 8 < 7~/4}, b-’ G 
cl{(l,e)EB’l(l,e)~b+}, and b* = {(x, 4) / x E 61’). Thus b* is the disjoint 
union of two annuli each encircling the hole in the solid torus. B is obtained 
by rotating B’ around the axis indicated in Fig. 9. 
A block with such a structure can be found in 3 dimensions around a 
hyperbolic periodic orbit whose stable manifold has dimension 2. 
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FIG. 9. A torus block. 
One might ask the following questions concerning an arbitrary flow S 
having B for a block: 
(1) Must there be an invariant set S inside B ? 
(2) Can S be a finite collection of rest points or must it encircle the 
hole as in the case of the hyperbolic periodic orbit ? 
(3) What is the structure of a+ and a- ? 
In general, one might ask what properties one can deduce about f in B 
knowing ‘information about f only on 8B. 
The homotopy type of the space B/b+ is that of Ss v SI and thus 
H*(B, b+) = (P(B, b+), P(B, b+) ,...) 
= (0, R, R, 0 )... ). 
This implies that b+ is not a strong deformation retraction of B, and hence 
S# m. 
Let c denote one of the components of b+; d the other. Since B retracts to d, 
N*(B, d) = (0,O ,... ). Th ere f ore, Im(S[c]), which is the same as 
ker{H*(B, b+) --+ H*(B, d)}, 
is H*(B, b+); by symmetry Im(S[d]) = N*(B, b+). This implies that 
N*(a-+ n c) and N*(a+ n d) must contain at least (R, R, 0, O...) (5.10); in 
particular, the component of a+ inside c must encircle the hole in B, and any 
path connecting the two boundary components of c must intersect a+ n c. 
By symmetry, similar statements ‘hold for d and the components of b-. 
By 5.14.(b), Im D[c] = H*(B, b+). It follows from 5.13 that H*(S) must 
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contain at least (R, R, 0, O...). Therefore, S must encircle the hole in 
the torus, and if D is a disc in B whose boundary in B has the form 
((1, 0, #) 10 6 6’ < 24 for some fixed #, then D n S # D . In particular, 
S cannot be a finite set of rest points. 
One can also obtain this information using Q[B]. Note that (B, aB> w 
(B’, aB’> x S1, and (B, P) M (B’, b+‘) x 9. Therefore, H*(B, N) R+ 
H*(B’, aB’) @ H”(9) and H*(B, 6+) FL! H*(B’, c%+‘) @ H*(B). It follows 
from duality that there are elements 01+ and (Y- in HI-(B’, 6+‘) and Hl(B’, b-‘) 
whose cup product is the generator OL of H2(B’, W). Then the cup product of 
LX+ @ 1 in lP(B, b+) with 01~ @ 1 in WI(B, b-) is the element 010 1 in 
H2(B, aB), where 1 denotes the generator of HO(P). OL @ 1 corresponds via 
duality to an element of HI(B) which injects nontrivially into Hi(S) by 
inclusion (5.16). 
The theorems of Section 10 imply these cohomology elements are all 
stable under perturbation. 
EXAMPLE 11.3. It is reasonable to call an isolated invariant set S for 
the flow f on attractor (repellor) if it has an isolating block B with b-(6+) 
empty. In such a case, S has all the cohomology of B and this cohomology is 
stable. To see this, observe that the squeezes of B form set a of isolating 
blocks cofinal in 9?9( f, S), each one of which is a strong deformation retraction 
of B. Therefore, H*(S) = H*(B). The perturbation theorem for blocks 
implies that all cohomology of H*(B, 6-) = H*(B) is stable. 
In the smooth case, this is reflected in the map Q[B]. H*(B, b+) @ H*(B, b-) 
reduces to H*(B, aB> @H*(B), and Ho(B) has an identity element for cup 
product. Therefore, Im(Q[B]) = H*(B), and 5.16 implies all the cohomology 
of B injects nontrivially into H*(S). 10.7 implies these elements are stable. 
Also note that in the case of an attractor, 6+ = a+. 
In this example, Q tells us everything about S and D tells us nothing if b+ 
has only one component. 
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